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Building On Before: 
A response and critique to “Robinson and Glover: Two Different Times for Tap-Dancing 

in Hollywood Film” by Alice Gray. 
 

 
Alice Gray’s essay, “Robinson and Glover: Two Different Times for Tap-

Dancing in Hollywood Film,” draws an important parallel between the socio-cultural 

contexts in which Stormy Weather (1943) and Bamboozled (2000) emerged. Using a 

close read of a tap sequence from each film, Gray notes differences between old-school 

and new-school tap and the ways in which Savion Glover’s modern work in the medium 

defies the stereotypes to which Bill Robinson’s style adheres. The essay provides 

appropriate historical context for each film, citing the influence of the minstrel shows on 

Stormy Weather and the 80’s tap revival on Bamboozled. Additionally, as the abstract 

states, the paper “proposes that the markers for the evolution of tap have been closely 

aligned with the progress of African Americans in this country” (Gray).   

There is a world of discourse opened by putting these two films in conversation 

and Gray begins this in discussing invaluable historical context. I argue however, that the 

distance Gray creates between the two styles of tap dance is not, in fact, as wide a chasm 

as it may seem. There is a deeper complexity to black performance within each of these 

films and as such, the tap performance sequences which she cites must be interpreted 

alongside the films’ comedic exchanges, additional tap dance performances, and the way 

in which each is subject to a dual gaze by black and white viewers. In this way, not only 

is the intertextuality Spike Lee employs in Bamboozled readily visible, but also the 



parallels between performers and performance become increasingly clear. As a result, we 

are then left with new questions regarding struggles and possibility of success for black 

artists.  

A way in which these two films bridge the gap of 57 years is the attention to and 

style of comedy.  In both works, the peak of comedic impact is a black minstrel bit called 

“indefinite talk”. When this sequence occurs in Stormy Weather, comedians Flournoy 

Miller and Johnny Lee--both in blackface--drive onto stage in a broken down vehicle and 

proceed to engage in a lively conversation where neither party finishes a thought, but the 

opposite party seems to know exactly what is going on. Scholar Jake Austen interprets 

this skillfully in his essay, New Millennium Minstrel Show: How Spike Lee and Tyler 

Perry Brought the Black Minstrelsy Debate to the Twenty-First Century.  

 
It is an exercise in precise timing, a glorious subversion of the call-and-response 
tradition, and a sly commentary on the ambiguity caused by minstrelsy’s 
malapropisms and mangled pronouns. It is also a surrealist romp, undermining the 
familiar dynamic of the knowing audience laughing at clueless Sambos by having 
the duo impossibly know exactly what they’re talking about, while the amused 
audience is left in the dark (Austen 291). 
 
 

In reading this comedy bit as subversive, rather than just the deployment of the coon type 

on stage, it is then highly significant that it was developed by Miller and performed in a 

1943 Film.  This greatly troubles Gray’s read of the performers in Stormy Weather as 

conforming to early stereotypes. If the comedian creating these bits, and each of the 

artists who would subsequently perform iterations of it, were vested in their performance 

as an act of resistance—that is, entertaining white audiences while simultaneously 

signifying a unique message to one another, these performances are much more nuanced 

than Gray suggests.  



 Austen continues to explain that this comedic bit was extremely popular with 

black audiences, well into the 1970’s. However, he critiques Spike Lee’s iteration of the 

indefinite talk as being performed incorrectly. “The essence of the renowed routine”, he 

writes, is its unfinished sentences and “comically crucial blanks” (Austen 292). He notes, 

however, that Tommy Davidson and Savion Glover—who importantly, also perform the 

routine in blackface—finish the majority of their sentences and employ large, 

unambiguously sexual hand gestures.  In this reading, the “new-school” portrayal of 

black minstrelsy comedy is actually a filtering of an already complicated performance. 

However, Austen does not end his piece with Spike Lee’s perversion of the routine. In 

fact, he suggests that the more definite indefinite talk may actually Lee’s “denial of the 

black minstrel tradition’s place in African American comic culture” (294).  Perhaps, then,  

we might think of Bamboozled as further complicating the black performance instead of 

filtering it.  

While examining the same kind of performance sequence from both films might 

position the reader to see Bamboozled’s comedy as an update to Stormy Weather, a 

reading of an alternate comedic moment from each film might allow for a different view 

in which the comparison is not as tight. As the circuitous interruptions of indefinite talk 

were developed in a space mindful of white pleasure (though these blackface black 

comedians were both entertaining and commenting to other blacks), comedic practices 

built for black audiences offer a different kind of cultural marker. 

In one scene of Stormy Weather, Fats Waller and his collection of musicians, are 

set up as the house band of a club. A marquee at the beginning of the sequence tells us 

that Fats and the Beale Street Boys are there every night, denoting a familiarity. After 



telling Bill, (now working at the club and filling in for the waiter the evening), to get the 

band another round of drinks, the club owner, played by singer Ada Brown, seems to 

spontaneously burst into song. This tune, a riffed version of Nat King Cole’s “That Ain’t 

Right,” then becomes a fine example of black musical comedy developed to entertain a 

black audience.  The original song, first performed by a man, has lyrics as follows: 

 
Baby, baby, what is the matter with you? 
Baby, baby, what is the matter with you? 
You got the world in a jug 
And you don't have a thing to do 
 
I always told you, baby 
You'll be the death of me 
'Cos when I'm always with you 
I get the third degree 
 

While this might read as the lament of a man whose relationship needs fixing, the version 

performed in Stormy Weather offers an alternate read. In the film, “That Ain’t Right” it is 

performed as a duet between Ada Brown and Fats Waller.  While Brown carries the 

previously male lead line, the true comic gold of the scene is Fats who, at every phrase, 

injects commentary to the song Ada sings. The segment of film version reads below, with 

Fats’s adlibs noted in italics: 

Baby, baby, what is the matter with you?   
Ain’t nothing wrong with me babes, nothing at ALL 
Baby, baby, what is the matter with you?  
One never knows, do one? 
You got the world in a jug     
Yeah, but where’s the stopper? 
And you don't have a thing to do         
You hear that mess? She’s always laying it on me. 
 
I always told you, baby  (grunt) 
You'll be the death of me  (grunt) 
'Cos when I'm always with you  
I get the third degree



That ain't right       
Awww, tell these fools anything but tell me the truth! 
 
Baby, that ain't right at all 
Takin' all my money 
Goin' out, havin' yourself a ball     
Baby, I was born balling and Imma ball the rest of my life! 
 

 
This iteration of the song not only employs a comic reversal of gender roles (though a wartime 

film might allow women unusual flexibility in wage-earning), but it perpetuates a heightened 

cycle of teasing--a sort of musical playing the dozens—that is still used in black comedy today. 

In the view of a black audience, Fats can comment on his balling and financial dependence on 

his woman in a way that, perhaps threatening in a forum for white entertainment, is extremely 

comical here. In fact, his role as a comic presence is recurring within film, used to highlight 

surprising moments in between characters. When Bill knocks out Chick Bailey about halfway 

through the film, Fats appears in the doorframe and, verbatim his adlib from the song, says, “One 

never knows, do one?”  

This signature malapropism is an iconic Fats Waller phrase that black audiences seeing the film 

would associate with the entertainer.  Yet, Fats’s bulged eyes and arched eyebrows may indicate 

that such a phrase, though employed as a comedic button, signifies a larger conversation of 

knowing, or even the futility of knowing.  

 Like Fats Waller, Paul Mooney’s character in Bamboozled delivers a comedic 

performance in an all-black nightclub setting. While Mooney, who plays Pierre’s father, is a 

stand up artist and not a singer, his art (like with Fats’s) is aware of its audience. In Mooney’s 

case, the comedy is quite lewd, including dick jokes about nuns and frequent use of the N-word 

(which he declares, “keeps his teeth white”). In examining the club performances of Waller and 

Mooney alongside indefinite talk, we can see, then, that both films account for diverse racial 



spaces. While Stormy Weather director Andrew Stone is a white man, Alice Gray’s critique 

regarding Bill Robinson’s performances—that is, a perpetually joyful view of the inner life of 

the Negro—is troubled by an examination of comedic sequences. Because the comedy of these 

films is neither static nor uniform (whether to the credit of the director or performers), and 

Bamboozled actively references Stormy Weather, we can read the nuance and resistance of the 

film while it amuses us.  

 While comedy allows for a very direct connection between the two films, tap dance 

remains the most prominent art form in both works as both Bill Robinson and Savion Glover 

display incredible tap virtuosity in their roles as film protagonists. In addition, this parallel is 

Alice Gray’s primary concern. While Gray explores the growth and development of tap as 

connected to the development of African American culture, she generally reads Robinson’s 

performance as conformist and Glover’s performance as delightfully subversive. “Robinson’s 

style,” she writes, “with its femininity, predictable reliance on phrases like the time step, and 

loyalty to the singular expression of joy, clearly adheres to white Hollywood’s devotion to black 

stereotyping in the 1940’s” (Gray 5).   

 In particular, Gray draws these conclusions from a scene in which Robinson is working 

on a steamboat, and is compelled to dance by the music he hears coming from the deck. The 

band, a traveling minstrel show ensemble, is in the middle of their routine, playing kazoo and 

mouth trumpet solos to lively washboard percussion. Robinson is inspired, tossing sand onto the 

deck and joining the other men with a tap solo. Gray is in fact correct—this sequence does have 

a feminine edge as Bill puts his hands on his hips and turns in circles, smiling with all his teeth. 

However, the glee and joy of this scene, cannot be extended to all of the tap dance in the film, or 

even all of Robinson’s performances. Rather than assert that Stormy Weather tappers fit neatly 



into the stereotypical expectations of World War II Era whites, it is important to examine other 

performance sequences—particularly the stage numbers during Chick Bailey’s show and the 

absolute virtuosity displayed by the Nicholas Brothers in the film’s final performance sequence. 

Though these, we can see that the film’s dance, in spite of its 1943 framework or white director, 

is able to convey more than just the perpetual joy as Gray suggests.  

 When Bill is drumming in the ensemble of Chick Bailey’s show and spontaneously rises 

to tap dance upon the multitude of drums, he performs a very different kind of tap dance and 

expresses very different emotion. While it is not informed by the urban hip-hop that engulfs 

Savion Glover, this performance is far from that of a jolly and content entertainer. Bill is upset 

that Chick is not highlighting his talent, and his defiance of this plan works its way into his steps. 

He is far freer than in the scene on the boat, and some of that is due to the music. While the 

minstrel band created upbeat dance music with the kazoo, Chick’s solo is a classically-sung 

baritone musing about the sound of tom-tom drums and it only uses tom-tom drums. It is 

important to note also, the significance of this instrumentation within the context of the show 

Chick is trying to build. He rejects Bill’s dancing in the prior scene saying that there is no room 

for his “low-class hoofin’ in a classy show. This show, perhaps a reference to the earlier Princess 

Tam Tam (1935), seems to revel in a deep “tribal” exotic. Females shake in zebra print leotards, 

animal ears, grand feathers and tails. There is even an African Jazz combination in an interlude, a 

clear attempt at an “authentic” experience that these classy patrons might like to see. However, 

the tom-tom musical motif deepens this interpretation greatly, bringing to mind films such as 

1939’s Stagecoach, in which the tom tom’s play only when Native Americans are on screen or 

approaching whites. While Chick Bailey wears a floral print shirt, straw hat and a lei, the dozens 



of darker-skinned men behind him are shirtless and pounding emotionally on their instruments, a 

proven trope of the dangerous, exotic other.  

 It is in this context, then, that Bill arises, bounding freely from drum to drum. Shirtless 

and marked by striking body paint, he leaps across the entirety of the stage and demands 

attention with flashy, large and defiant combinations.  The rhythm and tap patterns vary greatly 

and his expression ranges from joy to pain as he furrows his brow and isolates each foot in 

counter rhythm. As Bill was specifically instructed not to dance in the show, this performance 

sequence, inclusive of its style is to be taken as of its own volition, just as the sequence on the 

boat. In fact, when taken together, they actually display a wonderful range within black tap and 

an acknowledgement of its existence.  

 The other dance sequence that cannot be ignored in a discussion of Stormy Weather in 

the final performance of “Jumpin’ Jive” by the Nicholas Brothers. While these minutes at the end 

of the film are not the tap work of Bill, their inclusion allows us to examine whether Gray’s 

assertions about 1940’s tap is perhaps just a critique of Robinson’s personal aesthetic. As Cab 

Calloway scats toward the audience, the dapper pair Fayard and Harold jump from their seats 

and begin one the most iconic tap routines on film. The much-syncopated dance is flashy, lush 

with tricks and featuring many stars and stops. They bound onto tables and into the band pit, 

focusing more on one another and communion with the all black band pit instead of the 

audience. Yes, the sequence is a part of a show, but if in the same era Robinson could tap in 

ragged clothing on the deck of a workman’s ship, we music acknowledge the start difference to 

the great showmanship of the Nicholas brothers in full tuxedos. In fact, the Nicholas Brothers’ 

tap is far more like that of Savion with its slides, call and response quality, and even just the way 

that the brothers look down or at each other instead of at the audience. They seem to want others 



to enjoy the performance, but every time they drop into a splits or leap over one another, they are 

seemingly more invested in enjoying their own talent and the execution of the highest quality 

routine than in smiling at patrons.  All this being the case, it is evident that the tap dance of 

Stormy Weather is not of a monolithic performative standard.  

Gray’s thesis remains valid in that Stormy Weather and Bamboozled were inspired by 

different African American cultures and emerged at different times for tap dancing. However, in 

order to read the performers’ resistance in 1943, the benchmark of emotional depth must be 

altered from an anachronistic use of hip hop-inspired tap. Furthermore, the implication that 

Stormy Weather was made for whites and to enforce white ideals limits the way in which black 

performance (in both comedy and dance) was and is able to signify to other blacks. While Spike 

Lee is a black director intentionally commenting on the minstrel tradition, it is important o know 

that the presence of a black director does not eliminate the white gaze either. In fact, Lee 

acknowledges this reality and builds it into the plotline. Pierre’s boss, Mr. Dunwitty literally acts 

as a gatekeeper, demanding that Savion Glover’s character dance right there on his office 

conference room table—and he does. This is very different than the scene where Glover is 

performing for change outside the building. It is not about gatekeeping or preserving the artform 

for purity sake. At that moment, it is about getting a job and getting paid. The reality of 

Bamboozled, though a satire of entertainment, is that none of the black artists emerge victorious. 

And though 57 years prior, Stormy Weather is not as black and white as its color palate suggests. 

Both are stories of black artists developing their crafts and desiring visibility, and both leave 

viewers with an incredible legacy of nuanced performance and creative virtuosity.   
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